TESTIMONIAL MONTCABIROL 17TH - 22ND JUNE 2012
FROM ANNE JENKINS AND ANNETTE TOLLIS
WELL WHAT CAN WE SAY BUT WOW!!!
Four Great Physical Mediums. TOM MORRIS, ISABELLE DUCHENE, WARREN CAYLOR, JO-ANNE
MARIE.
Six Great Séances. - Witnessing :- Materialisation, Direct voice, Levitation, Transfiguration,
Ectoplasm in red light, Trumpet phenomena, Spirit children playing the instruments ,Spirit Hands
touching us and moving our chairs, and more
PLUS Four Native American Indians, conversing with one another RED CLOUD through Isabelle,
YELLOW FEATHER - Warren, YELLOW CLOUD - Tom. CRAZY HORSE- Joanne.
HISTORY IN THE MAKING AND WE WERE PART OF IT!!!
Day 1 Sunday 17th June.
Arrived at Toulouse airport around 5pm and were met by Corina who drove us to Montcabirol what
a wonderful spiritual place, there we were warming met by Tom Morris, Kevin Lawrenson, Olaf,
Isabelle Duchenne and Marie-jeanne and not forgetting the two dogs Ashley and Kiwi. The
accommodation is stunning, we have a bedroom each on the top floor with wonderful views.
Tom and Kevin made a lovely meal for all of us. we already felt like part of the family, we had so
much to talk about that it was late before we retired.
Day 2 Monday 18th
Weather had changed and it was raining , but what a surprise when Annette woke up she found her
dressing gown tied up and two apports on the dressing table one a black feather and the other a
small angel ( Tom's Irene admitted to Annette in Toms' seance that it was her, she was just showing
what could be done and having a bit of fun.) After breakfast Tom Morris took us and Marie-jeanne
into the lovely medieval town of Mirepoix where we were able to walk around the market and
church, and get some shopping. When we arrived back to Montcabirol we met Jo-anne and her
circle leader Ann and Tom Kerr,( known as Tom Tom ) again we felt the love between us all. We
found it most interesting hearing how each circle started and how long they had been developing
before they went into deep trance.
1st Séance In the evening we had a short sitting where the Spirit world welcomed us and we heard
the sound of dancing feet and the floor vibrated, John Sloan, Yellow Cloud and Red Cloud were
happy with the unity amongst us and said we would all have much to witness and all will enjoy.
DAY 3 Tuesday 19th
Woke up to rain again this morning but it cleared by the afternoon, Irene had left another surprise
for Annette, she had taken her bracelet out of her jewellery bag, rolled it up in the dressing table
runner and placed it in the middle of the chair, good job Annette didn't sit on it.
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Annette and I decided to go for a walk while Tom went to fetch Warren Caylor from the airport. Kiwi
the beautiful collie dog ( most unusual markings of grey and white with one eye blue and one
brown) decided to come with us and show us the way, we saw vultures circling in the sky over the
top of Montcabirol, quite a rare thing to see apparently.
We met Warren when he arrived and we were delighted to meet him, such a down to earth and
lovely man.
2nd Séance Isabelle Duchene , The séance started at 7pm and lasted approximately one and half
hours . After only a few minutes we could feel the floor vibrating and spirit people dancing. Red
Cloud then spoke in direct voice and welcomed the sitters, he said he was very pleased with the
energy and harmony between us all, he also welcomed Annette and myself and said he was pleased
we were there, he would come back later and speak to each of the sitters . If we wanted to ask
about our own development then he will try and give us some advice. The room was vibrate, you
could feel the wonderful energy.
Isabelle's transfiguration was amazing so many faces I recognised, Queen Victoria, Freddie Mercury,
Custer, and my father, there must have been at least 100 faces coming through.
Red Cloud came back and talked to each of us giving us sound advice in our development, he even
told me that my mother was here and mentioned about the three rings that I wear that are hers,
and that he had visited my house and seen all the bags in my cupboard that need sorting out, (which
is what I intended to do on my return). Annette also got a personal message that will help her in her
development.
A wonderful uplifting evening with our amazing spirit friends.
DAY 4 Wednesday 20th
What wonderful things we are witnessing , took us both a while to get to sleep, so much was going
through our minds as to what we had seen and heard, we feel so privileged to be part of it.
Our dear friend Olaf is a wonderful trance healer and it was fascinating seeing the change in
features, as he gave Annette and I healing. Thank you Olaf, you have a most wondrous gift.
3rd Séance with Tom stated at 5pm. within a few minutes ping pong balls were being thrown
around the room and the piano was being played, we had Spirit dancing around us also, and we all
felt several blasts of air being blown onto our faces , the energy in the room was very powerful ,
John Sloan talked to us for a while giving us each personal messages and encouragement. Then Irene
Simms came through what a character, she chatted with Annette about how she managed to get the
blackbird to give her one of its feathers so Annette could have it, she made us all laugh at the things
she did. Phil Starr then talked to us, another cheeky character, the voices were so clear it was
incredible to think they had come to our earth plane to talk to us in such a way,

Tables were dancing and elevating, I felt the leg of one table on my knee, and Toms cardigan was
across the back of me then went along to the other sitters landing in Warren's lap. It was so
wonderful for Warren to be able to ask questions on what he was inquistative about.
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Toms Transfiguration was amazing too, at one point his arms grew to twice the size and at different
angles, his face changed so rapidly, also faces appearing on his neck and sides of his face.
Yellow cloud said we were going to have a wonderful time on Thursday evening around the fire , we
would see faces in the flames and the weather would be good he would make sure it was a sunny
day.
The Love in the room was felt by all and it was so incredible to hear Michael Jackson singing and
snapping his fingers. When Imagine came on John Lennon whispered in my ear to sing along with the
song, this brought tears of joy to my eyes as we always play this track in my home circle and have
heard John singing along with us.
Phil Starr and John Sloan said they would pop in and say hello when we sat later in the evening for
the historic gathering of Red Cloud, Yellow Feather, Yellow Cloud and Crazy Horse. Two séances in
one evening how fantastic is that!
At the end of this wondrous sitting Tom was brought into the middle of the séance room through
the cabinet curtain.
4th Séance After a break of around 45mins we all went back into the séance room where the chairs
where laid out into a circle, with each Physical Medium spaced equally around it on the points of
the compass, It was so charged up with energy from the previous séance that it felt like we were
lifting out of our chairs and to feel the Love from our spirit friends was so humbling . It is hard to
describe the feeling only that they are so pleased to be with you and want the messages of Love and
hope to go out to all, so that this world could be a better place for all mankind and the creatures on
it. They always come with Love and say WE ARE ONE, WE ARE LOVE.
Warrens guide Yellow Feather was so excited to be there and said, this was history in the making my
dear brothers, nothing like this has been done before, he welcomed his Native American brothers
and sitters . Yellow Cloud spoke then and there was much laughter between them. Red Cloud came
through strongly and spoke to Crazy horse, who laughed and said that he owed him a horse, Red
Cloud offered him a buffalo but thought Tom and Kevin may not like the idea of buffalo coming into
the room as they are big and heavy, alright said yellow feather we will bring two, much laughter and
banter between them, I can't believe that this is actually happening even though I am here with
them and listening to them.
More conversations were said between them, then we were told to stand up and hold hands and
feel the vibration and dance with them to the music. Luther boomed in (Warren's Nubian guide ) as
well as Phil Starr and John Sloan just to say hello and how they were enjoying it too.
Another powerful and awesome evening. To think that among the millions of people on this planet
we were here listening and witnessing four great Native American Indians talking together.
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Day 5 Thursday 21st
Annette myself and Kiwi ( a very spiritual dog) went for our last walk in the morning to the river,
were we paddled and felt the cooling clear water around our feet , we sat on the bank and had a
time of reflection and wonder, we feel so privileged to be part of this wonderful gathering, tears of
joy were going down our faces.
5th Séance Warren Caylor Séance.
Warren is an amazing strong physical medium , and finds it incredible himself that he is producing
so much evidence , the ectoplasm that we were allowed to witness was just like the pictures in the
Harry Edwards book on Jack Webber's medium ship, the spirit world told us that to produce
ectoplasm in the red light they had to mix different ingredients together. Kevin was told that when
the curtain opened the red light was to be put on, we were to count to ten then switch the light off,
we were informed as to where the ectoplasm was coming and going to. firstly from the mouth and
nose down to the knees and back into the ear. then from the ear down the front ,over the back and
head into the mouth, we could see it clearly around two-three inches wide and thick. Tommy a
spirit child enjoyed the séance room, Annette and I saw his outline as he was running from the back
of the room to the front and playing with the ping pong balls, rattles etc. he played everything in the
room, and when he came to play the tin whistle it was loud and clear, every note was perfect.
Yellow feather spoke to us with such wisdom that we felt it in our hearts. He spoke of the huge
connection within us and hoped that we would all sit together again. He also said that he wanted us
to see if the table could be levitated without music just our energies. Wow the table did indeed lift
up and we were all delighted to see this, it just showed us how much we were all connected
together in harmony.
You could feel the Indians coming they danced in an intense way with the floor bouncing and the
drums playing.
Winston Churchill spoke to us ( his direct voice through Warren has been verified by experts in the
field) and was so delighted that we had managed to achieve History in the last séance he said we
must tell all about it, we said we would. He spoke to Tom ,Kevin and Tom Tom with personal
messages.
Luther's strong thunder voice spoke to us. he gave some of the sitters some beautiful messages,
and told us that many spirit people were present.
We were asked if we would like to see transfiguration, of course we said yes .When the curtain was
opened Warren was levitated in his chair around 1 metre high so we had to look up to see the
amazing changes not just on the face but the whole body.

Tom was moved from his place in the circle to the middle of the room. Annette was then given the
trumpet by spirit and was spoken to through it, she was turned around several times still holding
the trumpet, and brought into the middle of the room. Tom was then levitated several metre's high
and brought back down.
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Warrens spirit guides Yellow Feather, Winston Churchill, Tommy and Luther, had a conversation
together, it was great to hear them talking to each other and saying farewell to us.
When the Séance ended Annette and Tom were opposite each other in the middle of the room with
the large table in front of them and a jumble of instruments and items placed on top.
Thank you Warren - What another wonderful ambassador for Spirit

Well last but not least , The Fire Dance Ceremony.
When it was dark enough we all went to the top of the garden where a stone circle was made with
the fire in the middle, we all sat around the circle and Olaf was given the honour of keeping the fire
burning , this was a very emotional finish to our stay. Red Cloud opened the ceremony and told us
how happy he was to sit with his three brothers and us, we were all given a handful of pine shavings
to throw into the fire one by one and say a blessing and send healing to a loved one.
When Yellow feather spoke he spoke in his native language . Red Cloud told Kevin that the
ceremonial peace pipe would have specific meaning to him in the future and that he was to hand it
around but only his brothers and Ann Morris were to have a smoke, when it came to my turn I was
very nervous to be handed such precious object, so was careful to pass it on to Ann Morris. We
were told we could stand and dance with the music and if we looked into the fire we could see faces
which we did. Such an emotional evening for us all.
Red Cloud told Marie-jeanne that she reminded him of his wife, a very gentle and loving soul with a
good heart which was lovely for Marie- jeanne to hear as she is such a sweet and loving lady.
Yellow cloud then told all his brothers to stand , Yellow Feather could not, which Yellow Cloud said
was no problem he understood why .
Near the end of the ceremony Red Cloud said Wind and the wind came down with such a force that
it blew the fire embers across the lawn, such power.
Anne Morris closed in pray but it took us all a while to leave this powerful loving spiritual area . All
of us felt we had been blessed and could go forward with the love of our dear friends in Spirit
That night we could not sleep for all the exciting things that we had seen and also that we knew that
we had to fly home the next day and didn't want to leave this place of Spirit and wonderment, we
wished we could have stayed another day with our friends
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Day 5 Friday 22nd
The day we leave for home. Marie -jeanne took some pictures of us all before we left and after much
hugging and goodbyes we left for the airport, vowing to meet again.

Thank you Tom and Kevin for you companionship and Love and for allowing us to be a part of this
experience you are truly spiritual beings and showed us so much love.
Thank you to all the amazing people we met including the two dogs Ashley and Kiwi.
And Bliss, no mobile or internet access while we were there, utter peace.
With Many Blessings until we all meet again Love Anne and Annette
WE ARE LOVE

